zation of the Canadian Marc (CAN/MARC) and USMARC formats. 5 The MARC 21 Format for Authority Data replicates features of the MARC 21 Format for Bibliographic Data that are used for nonroman script data in bibliographic records. 6 UNIMARC, a set of formats for machine-readable data published by the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA), includes a format for authority records. More than one established heading in different scripts may reside in a single record, or they may exist in parallel, linked records. The second option is analogous to the use of 7XX fields in MARC 21. 
Hebrew and Other Nonroman Script Implementation in Library Systems
The first implementation of nonroman scripts in machinereadable bibliographic and authority records was in Israel. In 1981, the Automated Library Expandable Program (ALEPH) system, utilizing locally developed software, implemented both roman and Hebrew scripts in its library network. The system also offered authority file to bibliographic file linkage. 8 The 1980s witnessed advances in technology that led to the implementation of nonroman scripts for use in the online catalog in the United States; RLG added the capability to encode Hebrew script to its bibliographic database, then known as RLIN, in 1988. 9 Presently, the RLG Union Catalog contains almost half a million catalog records in Hebrew-script languages, with approximately half of these containing Hebrew script data. 10 The OCLC Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) recently introduced Hebrew, Greek, and Cyrillic scripts in its WorldCat bibliographic database with the Connexion client. 11 The database has almost 65,000 records in its database containing Arabic script. 12 LC has converted its MUMS library system, which did not display nonroman scripts to Voyager software. 13 The LC/NACO Authority File LC/NAF resides at the Library of Congress with copies maintained by OCLC, RLG, and the British Library, the other LC/NAF partner sites (distribution recipients).
14 LC/NAF records are restricted to Latin script. Including Hebrew and other nonroman scripts in LC/NAF records can only take place when LC and other LC/NAF partner sites all have the same script capability. Very soon, all LC/ NAF partner sites will have compatible capacities for nonroman scripts.
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Cataloging Standards and Principles
Catalogers at LC, members of the NACO Hebraica Funnel project (a group of libraries that have joined together to contribute name authority records to the national authority file), and other Hebraica catalogers who contribute to LC/NAF have been involved in establishing Hebrew and Yiddish names and titles in this authority file for more than ten years. 16 17 Headings for people, places, and so on, with Hebrew script names, are romanized in conformance with the various rules and practices prescribed in the tools mentioned above, Paul Maher's guide for cataloging Hebraica materials, and LC. 18 Functional Requirements for Authority Records: A Conceptual Model (FRAR) was recently issued by IFLA for review by the library community. 19 Language and script are included as attributes for some of the entities defined in the FRAR document. Section 6.5 provides definitions and examples for parallel language and alternate script relationships between access points.
Models for Multiscript Records in the MARC 21 Authority Format
The MARC 21 Format for Authority Data describes two models, A and B, for multiscript records. 20 In Model A, nonroman data appears only in 880 fields. The MARC 21 Format for Authority Data defines the 880 field as containing "the fully-content designated representation, in a different script, of another field in the same record." 21 Subfield 6 is used to link a regular field containing the romanized form with its equivalent 880 field, containing the original script. The variety of romanization schemes and nonroman forms of Hebraica names in authority records make a one-to-one linkage between regular and 800 fields impossible. 22 In Model B, a single heading is created for the name using the language and script determined by the source of authority used to establish the heading. Cross-references can be in any language, written in the appropriate script.
LC guidelines in the MARC 21 Format for Authority Data prohibit LC and NACO catalogers from using 880 fields for alternate graphic representation in name or series authority records that are contributed to LC/NAF; the inclusion of nonroman scripts in the LC/NAF is under investigation by LC. 23 26 This model is based on the concept of a "context marker." The follow-up discussion paper has not yet been released. The cataloging community has not contributed comments on this discussion paper to the MARC Forum electronic discussion group since January 2002.
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Literature Review
The demand for authorized name headings to be established in the language and script in which they are written is growing exponentially. The literature on nonroman scripts and authority control reflects the technological evolution that has occurred since the 1970s. Relevant articles cover the implementation of Hebrew script capabilities in library systems, cataloging with Hebrew script in the online environment, and aspects of the orthographic, romanization, and bibliographic complexities of languages written in Hebrew script.
Tillett provided a state-of-the-art overview of international work on authority control, including the Virtual International Authority File (VIAF) in 2004. 28 Her presentation included an outline of LC planning for the use of all scripts as well as a discussion of how VIAF relates to the Semantic Web. 29 Tillett and Plassard presented papers on earlier international and European work. 30 Weinberg provided an historic and theoretic overview of Hebraica authority work in general. 31 Katchen described Hebraica authority control in manual-card and automated environments at Brandeis University through the early 1990s. 32 Simon described the introduction of NACO into Hebrew cataloging operations at Princeton. 33 Lazinger and Adler presented the issues facing catalogers of items published in Hebrew script. 34 They exhaustively described and compared American and Israeli cataloging practices of Hebraica material.
Administrators and librarians need to evaluate the tradeoffs between benefits and their cost, when deciding on whether or not to add nonroman scripts to bibliographic records. Lerner summarized the issues involved and the choices that American libraries made about including Hebrew script in catalog records. 35 Weinberg and Aliprand examined the issue of a single, multilayered authority record versus multiple records in a multilingual/multiscript environment, and concluded that the IFLA model of multiple authority records for a single entity is correct. 36 Aliprand examined the relationship between scripts and languages with respect to authority control, and concluded that language (as embodied in the rules used to establish headings) is a more important feature of authority records than script. 37 Examples in these papers show that the complex data relationships in authority records prevent linking of nonroman data with its romanized equivalent(s). Willer and Plassard described how UNIMARC handles relationships between different languages and scripts of headings, and the principles behind the most recent edition of the UNIMARC authority format. 38 Aliprand has written numerous and significant articles on nonroman character sets and their integration into library systems. Her presentation on true scripts in library catalogs included a discussion on multiscript authority records. 39 She rigorously examined field linkage in authority records in an earlier paper, and showed that 880 fields (that contain nonroman data) should not be linked to romanized equivalents. 40 Katchen had independently reached this conclusion empirically. 41 The use of Unicode in library records has been gradually progressing. In the first paper on this topic, Aliprand began with a critique of romanization. 42 She later discussed the impact of the use of Unicode on international cataloging. 43 Vernon wrote on the use of romanization for Hebrew and Arabic script cataloging. 44 Levi and Lazinger profiled automated authority control in Israel in a series of articles about the ALEPH system published between 1984 and 1996. 45 Aliprand described the addition of Hebrew script to RLIN. 
Survey: Findings and Analysis
This survey revealed that only one library does not provide main and added entries in Hebrew script for personal name, corporate body name, and uniform titles. The fourteen remaining libraries have varying practices for the extent of authority work that they do for Hebrew script personal and corporate name, and uniform title main and added entries; and also for which fields they provide Hebrew script data.
A group of six libraries responded that, while they provide some Hebrew script headings for personal and corporate name, and uniform title main and added entries, they do no authority work on these headings. This group noted that, for the most part, they were inconsistent in their choice of form of a particular heading for both original and derived (copy) cataloging. This group usually transcribes the Hebrew script heading as it appears on the chief source of the item being cataloged. They may or may not provide additions to headings (such as fuller forms of the name, Gregorian or Hebrew calendar dates of birth and death in Hebrew characters or arabic numerals, qualifiers, or language of text to Hebrew script access points). Library users looking for bibliographic records via these uncontrolled Hebrew script forms in their local multiscript catalogs will retrieve only those records that contain that form of the heading. Users may have better results searching Hebrew script access points in the RLG Union Catalog. Because of RLG's clustering algorithm, records that cluster together, despite their varying forms of access points, are retrievable within a single search.
Catalogers from eight libraries indicated that they perform varying degrees of authority work for personal names, corporate bodies, or uniform titles (or some combination of these) written in Hebrew script. One respondent explained that, while not all catalogers at his library necessarily provide Hebrew script access points for personal names and corporate bodies in their cataloging of original or derived records, catalogers add Hebrew forms of the names to the local authority file residing in their library's local system and connecting to the catalog. These forms serve as crossreferences and point to the romanized forms from LC/NAF in their local system. These references are added to their local authority records by professional staff and are based on the Hebrew-script forms found on the items being cataloged. The YIVO Library at the Center for Jewish History created a manual multiscript, multilingual authority file that its catalogers continue to use. 47 Another respondent reported that, while she does provide some authority work for personal and corporate names for originally created and derived records, her institution does not currently maintain either a manual or online authority file for her library.
Hebrew Script in MARC 21 Authority Records
LC/NAF partners soon will have the capability to include Hebrew and other nonroman scripts in NARs. This is only the first step. Decisions must be made about the content of records. The remainder of this paper addresses this important issue.
Some libraries have already addressed the issue of authority control in multiple languages. Libraries and Archives Canada requires that two authority records be created for headings used as "either main or added entries in records created for Canadiana." 48 The Hong Kong Chinese Establish authorized forms for personal names, corporate bodies, and/or uniform titles* 2 13
*Two responses were unclear and are counted as "no."
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Authority (Name) Database includes traditional Chinese headings in related authorized forms as 7XXs in their name authority records, and provides cross-references for variant forms. 49 The Bibliotheca Alexandrina in Egypt provides romanized forms of Arabic personal names that have been established in Arabic script as 7XX-related authorized headings. 50 The Hebraica cataloging community in most North American libraries cannot separate itself from LC/NACO workflow. This group establishes headings in Latin script and uses AACR2, LCRIs, MARC 21 Format for Authority Data, and DCM Z1 as its sources of authority. At the very least, all variant names to the established form in the 1xx field should be treated as cross-references, including those in other scripts. Ideally, this enables a searcher to retrieve, for example, all titles by a particular author regardless of the language and script in which they are searching. LC/NAF, as accessed through LC, OCLC, and RLG, does not support linking cross-references in authority records to established forms in bibliographic records. Many libraries, however, use headings and references from LC/NAF in authority files that reside in their local systems. Some of these files provide automatic authority-to-bibliographic record links. Figure 1 shows part of the LC/NAF authority record for the author Sholem Aleichem. Figures 2 through 5 present examples of how nonroman scripts potentially can be included in authority records. In figure 1 , Latin script is in the 1xx and 4xx fields, with the nonroman script in a series of 880 fields. The first 880 field cannot be linked to the established heading since there can only be one source of name authority for a 1xx field in a MARC 21 authority record. In this example, it is linked to the fourth cross-reference, which provides ALA/LC systematic romanization for the heading in a Hebrew context. The first 880 field also could be linked to the third cross-reference that represents the ALA/LC systematic romanization for the author's pseudonym in a Yiddish context. In other words, the Hebrew script spelling in the first 880 field is the usual spelling of the author's pseudonym in both a Hebrew language and a standard Yiddish context. This authority record shows that a strict one-to-one linking between a Latin script field and the Hebrew script fields (as occurs in bibliographic records) is impossible in authority records. Aliprand investigated five models of linking that can exist in an authority record and rejected them all. 51 Even if it were possible to pair headings one-to-one in each script, the implementation with complex tagging, field and linking structures would be cumbersome. Figure 3 shows a Model B record containing the established form for Sholem Aleichem as well as a series of nonroman-script cross-references. A simple, multiscript authority record in which both the roman and script data are stored in regular 1xx and 4xx fields is a much easier solution to put into place. The MARC 21 Format for Authority Data specifies only one authorized heading per record. 52 The language of the catalog is indicated in the subfield "b" of the MARC 21 tag 040. The heading is formulated according to the MARC 21 Format for Authority Data control field tags 008/08-008/10, which identify the "language of catalog," "kind of record," and the "descriptive cataloging rules" used to formulate the name, name/title, or uniform title in established headings.
In its simplest implementation, multiple script cross-references can be added to existing and new authority records. Source data in the 667-688 note fields can be entered in transliteration or in the true script. Decisions will need to be made on how to handle dates and additions to nonroman script references that contain a term normally given in the language of the cataloging agency. This applies as well to name/title headings and corporate body headings in which the main entry element has been established in the language and script of the catalog. LC/NAF references need to be formulated in accordance with AACR2 and LCRIs guidelines. One alternative, though not the most elegant, is the use of two or more scripts in one reference, seen in the record for Sholem Aleichem's short story, Ṭ eṿ ye der milkhiḳ er, in Hebrew (figure 4).
Another solution is to establish headings in one language and its true script(s), and include 7xx linking entry fields for equivalent, established headings in other languages (and their scripts). This model is demonstrated in figure 5 .
Multiple established headings and their accompanying reference (or syndetic) structures cannot be contained in a single authority record. Nonrepeatable data elements in MARC 21 authority records prevent an authority record from being used to establish headings based on alternative sources of authority. In other words, the IFLA model of complementary records in linked language-based authority files should be used. 53 As described by Weinberg and Aliprand, the library of the YIVO Institute for Jewish Research established separate card catalogs and authority files for authors in Yiddish, Hebrew, Latin, and Cyrillic scripts. 54 Authors who write in more than one language, or whose works appear in translation (or in different scripts) may have up to four separate authority records. Weinberg and Aliprand emphasize that "Another argument against a single composite record with multiple syndetic structures is that it would be more complicated to process and update." 55 If a centralized database of either headings written in the Hebrew language or headings written using the Hebrew script (Hebrew, Yiddish, Ladino, Judeo-Arabic, and so on) were to exist, a bilingual or multilingual library catalog could offer options of invoking Hebrew and English headings for search and display, and linking headings from LC/NAF to alternative authority records with their full reference structures. 56 This bibliography offers authority control in both Hebrew and Latin characters for names and place names, and is under the control of the Jewish National and University Library (JNUL). A subcommittee of JNUL's Standing Committee developed a list of authorized headings in Hebrew for Jewish liturgical and sacred works. This list is available via telnet at an ALEPH Israeli network host site. 57 The staff at the Index to Hebrew Periodicals maintains an authority file of both persons (as authors and subjects) and generic/ geographic Hebrew subjects. 58 While many Israeli libraries utilize local authority files, no national or central authority file exists in Israel similar to LC/NAF. Lazinger and Adler reported that Israeli practices for establishing headings differ significantly from American practices, and that Israel still does not follow uniform and definitive cataloging standards and policies. 59 Different libraries have various solutions for establishing Hebraica names. The variations and complexities of Hebrew orthographies are well documented. Most Israeli institutions normalize headings according to one convention or another, while transcribing the data on the title page in descriptive fields as it appears.
The creation of a Hebraic authority file will depend on a number of issues. Standards and guidelines will need to be investigated and carefully articulated. These will have to reflect the unique characteristics of Hebraica authors, titles, and corporate names.
Cataloging Codes and Reference Tools
What cataloging codes will be followed? Every authority file specifies a set of descriptive cataloging rules that are used to formulate the 1XX name, name/title, or uniform title heading in established heading or reference records. American catalogers mostly adhere to AACR2. In Israel, Adler, Shichor, and Kedar issued ha-Ḳ itḷ ug: sefer yesodot u-khelalim, which presents the principles of AACR2, rearranged and modified for Israeli catalogers of Hebraica materials. 60 A section of the book matches Hebrew rules with their AACR2 equivalents. However, not every AACR2 rule has a Hebrew equivalent, nor does every Hebrew rule have an AACR2 equivalent (though most of the Hebrew ones do). Reference tools need to be identified that serve as required sources of information, or as aids in creating authorized headings and references. These include encyclopedias, dictionaries and lexical tools, encyclopedias, bio-bibliographies, and collective biographies, gazetteers, and other miscellaneous resources.
Other Considerations
To what orthographic conventions will the file adhere? Will headings be normalized to defective or plene spellings? What guidelines will be developed for treatment of Yiddish orthographic conventions? Specifically, will this file be a language-based or script-based file; that is, should the file have controlled, linked headings for different languages in Hebrew script (such as Yiddish, Ladino and Judeo-Arabic), or will there be a single heading in Hebrew script with crossreferences to the form(s) in the other languages? In Israel, where Hebrew is the dominant language, cross-references could be created from other languages written in Hebrew script. On the other hand, as seen in the YIVO example, Yiddish and Hebrew have equal standing. There is authority control for headings in these languages, as well as for English and Cyrillic (predominantly Russian) headings.
Conclusion
The addition of nonroman script data in MARC 21 authority records is not far in the future. However, no decisions have yet been made on what these records will look like. LC and NACO members will need to work together and develop guidelines for the implementation of MARC 21 nonroman script data in NARs contributed to LC/NAF.
Adding cross-references is the least expensive and simplest way to add Hebrew script forms to established Hebraica headings in LC/NAF. LC and NACO catalogers can provide these cross-references as they come across them in their cataloging workflow. Eventually these records can be linked to a parallel Hebraic authority file.
Agreeing on national and international standards and guidelines for the structure of multiscript and multilingual authority records is challenging. The intellectual considerations are overwhelming, not to mention the economic. Building and successfully maintaining a Hebraic name authority file will require a collaboration of all of the Judaica and Hebraica cataloging communities in the United States, Israel, Europe, and the rest of the world. These groups will have to work together and share responsibilities for the creation of a Hebraic name authority file. They will then have to prepare for its eventual integration into a larger, international authority file.
